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SO D - THE F INAL CHAPTE R

You are familiar with the tale of the little pup who 

rebelled against his father's autocratic rule... The pup 

who began an amazing adventure - learning skills, 

forging new friendships with foreign communities and 

being embraced by other mutts all with the same vision: 

to make it big in a big,  bad  world.
 

However, what you may not have heard is that during 

some difficult times in the past, that little pup and his 

fellow compatriots were forced into a deal with the devil 

himself, cloaked under the guise of a "savior".

This egotistical, arrogant bull dog proceeded to 

brainwash and betray the group of pups in his quest to 

takeover. The Son of Doge and a couple others refused 

to be dictated to and were left with no choice other 

than to leave. Make no mistake - they did not leave 

cowering with their tails between their legs. 

NO! 

JOURNEY HOME



SOD - THE F INAL C HAPTER

As the stakes rose high, they departed with their heads held 

higher and resolutions firmer than ever before. Their motto 

now - what does not kill you makes you stronger! The Son of 

Doge insisted on meeting up with his father, thus making the 

treacherous journey back home. 

His father had lost some of his obstinacy and welcomed his 

young pup back home with open paws. As the father gazed 

into son's eyes, the former realized this was a changed version 

of his son. 

Gone was the childish innocence and in its place stood a dog 

with a look of pure determination and single-minded focus. 

This pup had evolved into a young dog in his  own right. 

As he said goodbye to his father once more, his father looked 

on proudly knowing deep in his heart that in a "dog eats dog 

world", his son would eventually come out on top.

As long as his passion, drive and vision remained strong he 

would become a force to be reckoned with... 

The Son of Doge is now UNSTOPPABLE!
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JOURNEY HOME



The sceptics laughed when they heard our plan,

They thought we'd play right into their cunning hands!

Can something this grand even exist?

Money we saw, yet it could not be grabbed by our fists.

The WHALES rushed in to be  first in line,

And those who couldn't get in? They lost their minds!

As the Son of Doge rose higher and higher,

Its members eyes grew wider and wider!

Those who were paper-hands became outsiders,

With the diamond-hands being the real fighters.

In three days we reached 100X!

We put the money where our mouth is -

We showed 'em our flex!

Charts were blasted like a tsunami effect,

This project earned the cryptosphere’s respect! 

“Where's the Lambo at? Where be the mansions?”

Invest more money, watch the expansion!

Do you remember this time? Remember the hype?

When money flowed freely and fruits were ripe...

That was just the beginning, Version One

Come and pledge your loyalty to the "Original Son”!

What's in it for you? Allow us to tell...

If you HODL and be not quick to sell,

Every buy and sell is a transaction,

That will benefit the holders bag as reflections!

As a community-driven project,

Determination and dedication is what you can expect.

We stand one for all and all for one -

So that EVERYONE can benefit from "The Son”!

Dreams do come true, or so they say...

Support “The Son” as he makes his way!

Our hopes and passion remain a common factor:

Let's pump it up, Son of Doge: The Final Chapter!
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For every buy or sell transaction, $SODTFC deducts a 9% 

fee.

The 9% fee is utilized as follows:

• 4% for marketing;

• 3% for development team; 

• 2% reflections.

SUPPLY BREAKDOWN

Supply breakdown will be announced after audit.

*TBA (To Be Announced)

ITEM

Total token supply

Burn

Exchanges

Liquidity

Marketing

PancakeSwap

Pinksale Presale

Private Sale

Team Tokens

1 Trillion tokens

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

NONE

AMOUNT / %
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Funds were raised in a private sale which included call 

channel owners and influencers. Every call channel 

owner and influencer who participated in the private 

sale has an obligation to support SODTFC pre- and post-

launch.

A presale will be held where 70% raised will go towards 

liquidity, whilst the remaining 30% will be allocated 

towards further marketing.

The 4% marketing fee deducted on buy and sell 

transactions will go to the marketing wallet and will be 

held in BNB and/or a stable coin for future marketing 

expenses.
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YATHIR CAMILLA RAZVAN
HEAD OF GRAPHICS SOCI ALS , CONTENT CREATOR VIDEOGRAPHICS

SEAN
DEVELOPER

SIRAJ
GROUP LEADER, MARKETI NG

Merio

The Muscle

Johanna

TheLastProShiller

OG MC Lethal

Hani

1000xBoss

Marketing

NFTs, dApp, Utilities

Management

Lead Shiller 

Voice Chat

Moderator

Lead Shiller

King Kong Moderator

OUR EXPANDED TEAM



SO DTFC

PHASE 0:

Pinksale Finance KYC

Create an online social presence

Launch website

Presale (Pinksale Finance)

Stimulate growth online across social media platforms

PHASE 1:

PancakeSwap Launch

Coin Gecko listing + CoinMarketCap Listing

Achieve +1000 Holders

Roll-out Phase 1 marketing strategy

PHASE 2:

Token burn

Hyper-intensive focus on community building

Roll-out Phase 2 marketing: Billboard Advertising 

Achieve +2000 Holders

PHASE 3:

Roll- out Phase 3 marketing

SODTFC NFT Development and launch

Massive Buy-Back campaign supported by NFT revenue

Achieve +3000 Holders

PHASE 4:

Roll-out Phase 4 marketing

Achieve +5000 - 10000 Holders

Exchange Listing

Upon success in execution of these goals, we will

we will adopt a DAO approach and plan a utility with

our faithful community members
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SODTFC, including (but not limited to) the overall project, token, 

website, smart contracts and any applications (“SODTFC”) as 

presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed 

or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any 

jurisdiction. 

Any terminology used in this white paper, on the website or 

within the application is intended only as a basic reference 

without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a 

regulated and/or financial environment.

 

SODTFC is a decentralized and community-driven project and 

does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, 

managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any form 

of governance. The SODTFC smart contracts are open-source, 

security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in anyway. 

The SODTFC token is not and cannot be considered to be a 

“security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. 

The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an 

inherent risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of 

blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or 

interface, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any 

community member directly or indirectly involved with SODTFC, 

for any damages suffered.
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Website:

https: //www.sonofdogefinal.com

Twitter: 

https: //twitter.com/sodfinalchapter

Official Telegram Community:

https: //t.me/sodfinalchapter

Official Chinese Telegram Community:

https: //t.me/sodfinalchapterchina

Contract Address: 

0xXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Token Name: 

SOD - THE FINAL CHAPTER

Token Symbol:

$SODTFC

Token Supply:

1 Trillion

Decimal:

18

Burn Schedule:

Four percent will be burnt at launch. Further burns TBA.

Liquidity locked:

6 months - Pinksale.Finance

Proof of Original SOD Contract & Founders:

1 1

https: //bscscan.com/tx/0xef3807e6e522a745e4ba4b1a9d785110e1601bf052d3ddb741a499e73906dc50 

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xef3807e6e522a745e4ba4b1a9d785110e1601bf052d3ddb741a499e73906dc50
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xef3807e6e522a745e4ba4b1a9d785110e1601bf052d3ddb741a499e73906dc50
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xef3807e6e522a745e4ba4b1a9d785110e1601bf052d3ddb741a499e73906dc50
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